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REVIEW OF THE QUARTER 

US stocks, as measured by the S&P 500 Index, fell .4% in the final quarter of the year as 

Washington remained paralyzed, teetering on the edge of the “fiscal cliff.” Without 

Congressional action, more than $600 billion in tax increases and huge across-the-boards 

spending cuts were mandated to take effect in 2013.  Had this gone through, there was almost 

universal agreement that the US would have fallen into another recession.  For those of us who 

are forced to watch Washington for a living, we took some solace that at least they could agree 

on something.    

 

Despite the down-to-the-wire scare, reality wasn’t as bad as perception. As the fiscal cliff 

deadline neared, it was expected that everyone from CEOs to consumers would hunker down for 

the economic equivalent of a nuclear winter.  Though retail sales for the holiday were up a 

disappointing 2.5% over 2011, the economy did not grind to a halt.  According to the Bureau of 

Labor Statistics, 453,000 total nonfarm jobs were added in Q4 and 1.8 million for all of 2012 and 

personal income actually increased. CPI ticked up 40 basis points in the fourth quarter.   

 

 

 
 

International equities fared better in the quarter, gaining an impressive 6.6%, and emerging 

markets equities advanced 5.6%.    For the full year of 2012, US equities advanced 16.0%, 

International stocks finished up 17.3%, and emerging markets faired even better, climbing 

18.2%. 

 

Bond markets continued their multi-decade advance. US bonds climbed 0.2% in the final quarter, 

and 4.2% on the year. Both high yield debt and emerging markets debt delivered exceptional 
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numbers.  High yield debt advanced 3.3% and 15.8% for the quarter and the full year, 

respectively. Emerging markets debt was the winner in fixed income, finishing up 3.3% in Q4 

and 17.9% for the year.  REITs continued their rally in the fourth quarter, gaining 5.8%. They 

were the best returning major asset class in 2012, gaining 28.7%.  

 

 
 
 

OUR OUTLOOK 
We find little to applaud Congress and the White House for from an economic perspective. The only 

applause due our elected officials is that in their first game of economic Russian Roulette, they were 

smart enough to put the gun back down on the table.  However, they did seem to load additional bullets 

in the chambers for future fights.  The 11th hour vote was limited to a revenue compromise, but nothing 

was accomplished on general spending, entitlement reform, the debt ceiling, or the myriad of other 

important issues.  We expect financial markets to continue to roil for the next several months as our 

legislators continue to pontificate, threaten and insult each other from deadline to deadline.   

 

The heart of the debate is actually getting simpler however, as the problems are now glaringly obvious 

to all.  The US (and the Western world) can no longer afford the social programs initiated with the best 

of intentions many decades ago.  The math is now painfully clear to both our politicians and our 

citizenry…we may love these programs in concept, but we no longer have the ability to fund them 

under our current system.  Where the disagreement comes out is on HOW to fix the problem, and 

who is going to pay for it.             

 

While our elected officials stumble and bumble around the Beltway, the markets rally.  As we highlighted 

in our last quarterly letter, on August 7th, Bob Pisani of CNBC coined the phrase, “the most hated 

stock rally in history.” Nothing has changed.  We remain committed that equity markets (here and 

abroad) provide an excellent opportunity for our capital.  In short, the world economy is improving and 
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corporations, with their greatly improved balance sheets, are “lean and mean” and ready to capitalize.  

These factors, combined with reasonably attractive equity valuations, augur a good market for equities. 

 

However, the same does NOT hold true for treasuries and investment-grade municipal and corporate 

fixed income.  As strongly as we favor significant equity exposure for 2013, we are equally as cautious 

about these fixed income instruments.  Treasuries and investment-grade municipal and corporate 

bonds have rallied to nosebleed levels, fueled by investor reluctance to buy equities, and 

unprecedented governmental rate manipulation.  This cannot continue. We believe that as the 

economy improves and equities rally, central banks will begin to lift their foot off the pedal, allowing 

rates to rise.  With current yields and coupon rates at historic lows, it doesn’t take much to create 

losses in bonds on a total return basis for the year.  Additionally, many investors hold fixed income far in 

excess of their usual levels, driven by fear.  As they start to see gains in stocks and losses in market 

value on their bonds, greed will take over, causing net redemptions in bond funds and net contributions 

in equity funds, further fueling a rally in equities and losses in bonds.  Please read the below excerpt 

from my report of December 5th for more information on the risks we see in traditional longer-dated 

bond investing.   

 
INVESTMENT ALERT: Traditional Fixed Income Warning 

Below is a reprint of part of my report of December 5th about the risk of traditional fixed 

income.  We think this is important enough to reiterate here. 
 

THE STATUS QUO 
 Historically, conservative, income-oriented private investors have relied on short duration bond portfolios for both income and safety of principal.  

These portfolios have generally been comprised of high quality municipal bonds, US Treasuries and high-grade corporates. 

 These portfolios have usually been managed for income and not total return, and the maturity profiles of these portfolios have carried only 

modest principal risk.   

 

THE PROBLEM 
 For most investors in this category, the dramatic drop in interest rates has been a negative, not a positive.   

 The majority of these portfolios are built in a ladder format, and as bonds mature, new purchases are made at the far end of the maturity 

ladder. 

 The reinvestment rate today is significantly lower than the maturing bonds, creating a yield-to-maturity “sticker shock” to income-oriented clients.  

o For example, if a maturing US Treasury bond was originally purchased ten years ago with a 4.13% yield to maturity, the 

replacement rate on a current 10-year US Treasury is approximately 1.60%.  A 10-year Bank-Qualified AA- rated Municipal bond 

purchased in 2002 yielded 4.10% to maturity, but today, a similar10-year bond would yield approximately1.98%.  

 As a solution, many investors are still investing in the same credits, but buying longer-dated paper in an effort to capture more yield.  For 

example, buying 30-year US Treasury bonds and Bank-Qualified AA- US Munis today yield only 2.78% and 4.04% to maturity, respectively.  See 

Exhibit A and B below. 
 

EXHIBIT A     EXHIBIT B 
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THE HIDDEN RISK 
 In solving their declining yield problem by buying longer-dated fixed income, many income investors are taking miscalculated principal risk.  What 

often goes unconsidered, is the risk to interim market value being assumed by these long-dated issues in a low coupon, low yield-to-maturity 

environment.   

 Exhibit C graphic below shows the estimated decline in market value incurred on an increase in the yield curve of 100-300 basis points (1-3%) 

after one year.  
 

 EXHIBIT C 

 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg 
Note:  This chart assumes hypothetical US Treasury bonds of the stated maturity were purchased December 5, 2012, held for one year, and then sold on December 5, 2013 after the basis 

point yield change indicated.  A 300 basis point increase in yield over one year is unlikely under normal market conditions, but included here to show the impact of an extreme market 

shift.  A bond held to maturity would not have a loss on the annualized total return, though the real return might be negative because of inflation.  There are currently no 20-year “on 

the run” bonds offered, so the 10 and 30 year returns are averaged to produce the 20 year estimate.       

 

 

OUR PORTFOLIO POSITIONING 

 We seek to identify areas with better valuation and/or growth prospects with acceptable risk, 

such as select equity strategies, convertible bonds, mortgages, MLPs, REITS, hedge funds and 

distressed assets.  We also remain a committed Global investor, but currently view the US as 

the best opportunity on a risk-adjusted basis.    

 Last quarter, we increased our weighting in Europe from underweight to neutral.  Going 

forward, we are maintaining this commitment to Europe, as we believe that market will remain 

attractive as their economy and fiscal situation improves.  

 We remain at a neutral weighting on equities but slightly overweight Growth vs. Value.  

 In spite of official statements from the Fed otherwise, we hear rumblings that their commitment 

to forcing rates low is beginning to weaken, and we don’t wish to be the last man to the lifeboat 

when rates turn higher.  Therefore we remain committed to finding yield via solutions other 

than long-dated investment grade corporates, treasuries and municipal bonds.  This is achieved 

via investing in spread products (credit for yield, not duration).  However, we are completely 

out of our position in high yield bonds, as we believe that market is now significantly 

overbought.  
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THEMES 

 Continue to focus on scarcity,     

 Focus on generating yield for clients without making a duration bet, which we now feel is way 

too risky in today’s low rate, low coupon environment.  The cost of being wrong is too great.  

 Focus attention on underperforming/oversold markets to capture excess returns as they 

rebound.   

 Concentrate on opportunities created by the global deleveraging cycle, both corporate and 

private.     

 

 

Jonathan Foster 

Angeles Wealth Management 

January 11, 2013 


